Abstract. The most typical method to estimate the covariance matrix of sea clutter by secondary samples is the sample covariance matrix (SCM), implying secondary samples with the same statistical property. The hypothesis established or not depends on whether or not sea clutter is spatially homogeneous. In order to get rid of the hypothesis on secondary samples, a novel covariance matrix estimation algorithm based on adaptive diagonal loading technique is presented. The loading coefficient is a factor to measure the statistical consistency of secondary samples. Experimental results show that, to detect the distributed targets in real sea clutter by generalized likelihood ratio detector (GLRT), the proposed estimator is robust to jamming and the performance improves in different range resolution sea clutter, especially as high as 15dB in 3m range resolution.
Introduction
It is well known that sample covariance matrix (SCM) estimator is the maximum likelihood estimate of covariance matrix in Gaussian white noise [1] . It is simple in operation and small in computation. For target detection in sea clutter, SCM estimator works well in the low range resolution where sea clutter can be modelled as complex Gaussian random process. Secondary samples are with the same statistical properties, such as share the same covariance matrix. However, with the improvement of radar range resolution, sea clutter in the range cell is the vector superposition of only a few scatterers. Sea clutter is spatially heterogeneous [2] , which is mainly reflected in the inconsistency of covariance matrix of sea clutter. For the high range resolution, due to the statistical inconsistency of secondary samples, SCM estimator has a large error in estimating covariance matrix, which will lead to a performance loss of detector.
In this letter, an adaptive covariance matrix estimator based on the diagonal loading (DL) is proposed. It combines SCM with the unit matrix adaptively, where the coefficient of combination changes with the statistical property of secondary samples adaptively. Experimental results show that, to detect the distributed target in real sea clutter by generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) detector [3] , the proposed estimator is robust to jamming, and its performance has a significant improvement in high range radar resolution sea clutter, compared with SCM.
Problem Description
Let N -dimensional complex vector r z , r c , p be the received echoes, sea clutter and Doppler steering vector, 
For the distributed target, the GLRT detector [3] is
where M is the estimated temporal covariance matrix of the clutter vector r c . In the letter, the superscript H denotes conjugate transpose, and the superscript T denotes transpose.
Proposed Estimator
According to the statistical inconsistency of sea clutter in the high range resolution radar, a new estimator of covariance matrix of the clutter vector r c is presented
and I is an unit matrix. The weighted coefficient β is a factor to measure the statistical consistency of secondary samples, calculated as follows
floating-point operations. In addition, it is easy to prove 0 1 β ≤ ≤ . The factor β reflects the statistical consistency of covariance matrix of secondary samples
, the numerator of factor β is equivalent to the variance of exterior product of r z , reflecting the deviation of exterior product from the mean of SCM. If the degree of deviation is large, the exterior product matrix is instable, and there is a bad statistical consistency of covariance matrix of r z s in different range cells, which is corresponding to heterogeneous sea clutter background. Thus, SCM will obviously bring in estimation errors. Hence, it is necessary to use β to modify the estimation results. And, vice versa. When the clutter is spatially homogeneous for a larger K , corresponding to an abundant of secondary samples available, M tends to * M . Thus, the covariance matrix can almost be estimated by SCM accurately. So, it makes no sense to calculate β any more. When the number of the secondary sample is small, a deviation will be brought in by SCM. Therefore, it is indispensable to introduce the parameter β to revise the estimation results. The conclusion can be reached that the proposed estimator is suitable for the spatially heterogeneous and/or a small number of secondary samples available.
Let the eigendecomposition of (6) where U is the clutter subspace matrix, Λ is diagonal matrix composed of the eigenvalues of clutter, 1 2 ( , , , ) (6) into (2), it can be shown that
The eigenvalues of M are (1 ) (1 ) 1
Considering the influence of clutter power, we normalize the eigenvalue by 1 λ . Thus
Substituting (10) into (2), the GLRT detector is related with the loading coefficient
From formula (8), M has a similar form to the DL algorithm in space-time adaptive processing (STAP) [4] which compresses eigenvalues of noise, weakens the adaptive capacity to small jammings, with the aim of decreasing the system sensitivity. The loading coefficient in STAP is generally set by experience, which may deviate away from an actual environment and bring in an error. As to guarantee the invertibility of the covariance matrix with small number of secondary samples, the DL algorithm is used to estimate the covariance matrix of clutter, where the loading coefficient is 2-3 times of the noise power [5] . So the loading coefficient is also an empirical value. In the letter, β is adaptive with the statistical consistency of secondary samples. The loading coefficient is set with an actual condition, no longer an experience value.
For spatially heterogeneous sea clutter in high radar range resolution, the covariance matrix of sea clutter varies with the spatial secondary samples [6] . Secondary samples do not necessarily share the same covariance matrix. More precisely, we assume that the secondary samples can be clustered into M groups, each one of them containing m L snapshots and sharing the same covariance matrix. The particular case 
Substituting (14) into (2), the GLRT detector is related not only with the loading coefficient 
Experimental Work
We now illustrate the performance of the various estimation schemes introduced in the previous sections. The following experiment uses the real sea clutter data collected by IPIX radar (http://soma.mcmaster.ca/ipix.php). The file is 19980223-170435 with the range resolution 15m. The synthetic target returns are expressed as:
f is the target Doppler frequency, T is the coherent processing interval, the initial phase ϕ is a uniform distributed random number in [ , ] p p − in trials, and r a is a constant relevant to radar cross section of target used to adjust signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR), defined by In order to measure the robust of the proposed estimator, we add a jamming at the first range cell. The jamming is fig. 2 with fig. 3 , the results presented prove grouping is of advantage in improving anti-jamming capability. Fig. 4 gives the detection performance of SCM and proposed estimator. The proposed estimator performs even better than SCM with the higher range resolution.
Conclusion
In order to overcome the statistical inconsistency of secondary samples in the high range resolution, a robust covariance matrix estimator based on the adaptive DL is proposed. It is suitable for spatially heterogeneous and/or a small number of secondary samples available. The experimental results show that, to detect the distributed target in real sea clutter by GLRT, the proposed estimator is robust to jamming and the performance improves in different range resolution sea clutter, especially as high as 15dB in 3m range resolution.
